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scholarly literature on smart cities contains a confusing jumble of theory and a lack of historical 
perspective. 
















The﻿smart﻿community﻿concept﻿was﻿ selected﻿as﻿ it﻿originally﻿emerged﻿ in﻿ the﻿early﻿nineties﻿ in﻿
Silicon﻿Valley﻿in﻿response﻿to﻿financial﻿crisis﻿(Lindskog,﻿2004).﻿As﻿smart﻿community﻿originated﻿as﻿
a﻿response﻿to﻿financial﻿crisis﻿then﻿it﻿may﻿contain﻿insights﻿that﻿could﻿be﻿applied﻿to﻿addressing﻿the﻿
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to﻿very﻿mechanistic﻿definitions﻿of﻿smart﻿community.﻿For﻿example﻿the﻿“Cloud based management 
and control system for smart communities”﻿(Mital﻿et﻿al,﻿2015,﻿p163)﻿is﻿excluded﻿because﻿it﻿defines﻿
a﻿smart﻿community﻿as:







MAPPING THE EVoLUTIoN oF SMART CoMMUNITy
The Early years, Before 2002







•﻿ Significant Change:﻿Another﻿ idea﻿ that﻿ featured﻿highly﻿ in﻿ early﻿ literature﻿was﻿ the﻿notion﻿of﻿
significant﻿not﻿just﻿incremental﻿change﻿(Eger﻿1997,﻿Wilson﻿1997;﻿Downes,﻿2000;﻿Coe,﻿Paquet,﻿
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Evolving 2002 – 2010









•﻿ Vision of the Future:﻿Vision﻿is﻿an﻿idea﻿that﻿becomes﻿central﻿(Lindskog,﻿2004).﻿Lindskog﻿(2004,﻿
p3)﻿defines﻿a﻿smart﻿community﻿as:
a community with a vision of the future that involves the application of information and communication 
technologies in a new and innovative way to make the most of the opportunities that new applications 
afford, such as better healthcare
Milner﻿(2002)﻿places﻿vision﻿at﻿the﻿centre﻿of﻿her﻿book﻿and﻿argues﻿that﻿it﻿may﻿be﻿necessary﻿to﻿
outline﻿a﻿vision﻿of﻿the﻿future﻿to﻿understand﻿how﻿to﻿improve﻿efficiency.﻿
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networks of physical, social, and cyber entities
and﻿states﻿that﻿members﻿can﻿be:
humans, physical objects, the cyber world, and even the social media world. 
Nahrstedt,﻿p2﻿propose﻿a﻿similar﻿definition﻿suggesting﻿that﻿smart﻿communities﻿are:







•﻿ Citizen Engagement:﻿Links﻿with﻿citizens﻿don’t﻿ simply﻿ remain﻿ in﻿more﻿ recent﻿ literature﻿but﻿
become﻿more﻿prevalent﻿(Townsend,﻿2013;﻿Gurstein,﻿2014;﻿Granier﻿and﻿Kudo,﻿2016).﻿



















•﻿ Learning:﻿Another﻿ idea﻿that﻿ is﻿prevalent﻿ in﻿recent﻿smart﻿community﻿literature﻿is﻿ the﻿idea﻿of﻿
learning﻿enabled﻿by﻿online﻿networks﻿(Walletzký,﻿et﻿al.,﻿2016;﻿de﻿Oca,﻿Ambar﻿Murillo﻿Montes,﻿
Nistor,﻿Dascalu,﻿and﻿Trausan-Matu,﻿2014;﻿Goldsmith﻿and﻿Crawford,﻿2014).﻿Walletzký,﻿argues﻿






•﻿ Social Capital:﻿ Social﻿ capital﻿ frequently﻿ occurs﻿ in﻿ smart﻿ community﻿ literature﻿ (Bencardino﻿
and﻿Greco,﻿2014;﻿Caragliu,﻿Del﻿Bo,﻿and﻿Nijkamp,﻿2011;﻿Granier﻿and﻿Kudo,﻿2016b;﻿Gurstein,﻿
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Human and non-human agents collaborating with the stated aim of significant change
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Figure 1. An illustration of the new smart community definition
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the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network 
of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition’ 
One﻿way﻿that﻿smart﻿community﻿might﻿be﻿able﻿to﻿improve﻿efficiency﻿is﻿through﻿enabling﻿a﻿more﻿
equal﻿balance﻿of﻿power﻿between﻿patients﻿and﻿health﻿providers.﻿Such﻿a﻿shift﻿might﻿improve﻿efficiency﻿
as﻿ it﻿would﻿ enable﻿ the﻿ social﻿ capital﻿ of﻿ patients﻿ to﻿ be﻿ actualised﻿ through﻿greater﻿ involvement﻿ in﻿
healthcare﻿decisions.﻿
Figure 2. How smart community concepts fit together
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The application of coproduction principles may be crucial for the achievement of necessary service 
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Figure 3. Concepts relating to social computing
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Some﻿argue﻿that﻿collective﻿intelligence﻿can﻿improve﻿evidence﻿based﻿medicine﻿by﻿drawing﻿on﻿





Risks and Issues 
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